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This much-heralded double A-side limited edition purple vinyl release from Purple Heart Parade comes off the 
back of a successful opening slot at Liverpool Psych Fest where the band were fan-fared as one of the 

weekend’s highlights by many notable blog-sites whilst Christian Bland (Black Angels) and members of 
Spindrift and The Vacant Lots attended the liverpool set. 

When the tracks were originally released on digital format in December 2013, the NME described Painting 
Pictures as “a swirling vortex of pounding drums and steely vocals that gives way to a melodic, trance-inducing 
riff” whilst since then the tracks have attracted regular airplay on BBC Introducing and on independent stations 

both in the UK and overseas.
The band have played support slots with a lot of influential bands including The GOASTT, the Night beats,The 

Lucid Dream,Cult Of Dom Keller,,Puressence,The Vacant Lots,Pink Mountaintops,The Telescopes and Toy
There is a real strong vibe around the band currently with a notable following across the globe and amongst 

peers which includes Sean Lennon, Nick McCabe (Verve), Simone Butler (Primal Scream) and Mark Gardener 
(Ride). 

What they Say; 

Painting Pictures is a swirling vortex of pounding drums and steely vocals that gives way to a melodic, trance-
inducing riff

NME 

Check out stunning new single Painting Pictures and you'll be closing your eyes and doing that weird shaman 
dance with your hands before you know it.

Metro

in debut single Painting Pictures they’ve got something of a space rock classic.

Get Into This

Spun through a ghostly web of Halloween special effects squalls, ‘Painting Pictures’ stomps insistent drums, 
hollers fractured vocals and flicks splinters of underwater guitar stabs. Adding a goth dash of atmosphere to 
shoegaze, this is stylish stuff.On the flip side, ‘Starfucker Blues’ (beat that for a title) has a hard-hitting snake 
hipped welter-weight champeen of a riff.

Colourhorizon

They’re a band destined for the stars based on this creative masterpiece.B-side Starfucker Blues, with it’s 13th 
Floor Elevators / My Bloody Valentine whirlwind of noise and tambourine beating Primal Scream / Brian 
Jonestown Massacre influence deserves to be a single of it’s own right.

Louder Than War


